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Brazil is but one region of the Portuguese Atlantic world in which elites from Europe discriminated against people of indigenous and African descent. Although the origins of prejudice and discrimination may be found in early colonial Brazil, we can also observe patterns of social relations based on older Iberian concepts of “race” preserved in Brazil’s interior in the former captaincy of Goiás, now the modern states of Goiás and Tocantins. In the eighteenth century, Goiás had been one of the richest captaincies of Brazil due to its gold mines. As in other captaincies of Brazil, the Portuguese had transferred their traditional values and hierarchical social structure from Portugal to this remote region, where they justified their rule and defined those they governed utilizing a number of criteria to distinguish themselves from the strangers in their midst and win others to their side as loyal allies of the Crown. In doing so, however, they rarely invoked “race” in the modern meaning of the word. Instead, Luso-Brazilian elites focused on their own religion, quality, and white color that differed from the slave origins, darker colors, or foreign background of others. Although we are limited to documents produced by the literate Luso-Brazilians of the Captaincy for status values and definitions of “the other,” occasionally, we also obtain insights into how indigenous people defined “the other” or how freed Africans self-identified in black lay brotherhoods. One result of such flexible categories is that Portuguese governors did not always privilege white men in Goiás and even allied with free men of color and indigenous women against local whites. But this was typical of colonial Brazil in which a talented few could escape the
limitations of their low status or slave origin, but the status of their ethnic or racial group remained unchanged.²

Luso-Brazilian writers used the following constructions of identity in Goiás: Christians as opposed to gentiles, Moors, or Jews; “good men” and women of quality versus those lacking in quality; “barbarous” or hostile gentiles at war with the “civilized” (Luso-Brazilians) in contrast to allied Indians living as peaceful vassals in missions (aldeias); African and crioulo (Brazilian-born black) slaves versus hostile fugitive slaves (quilombolas); and the free/freed men and women of color, i.e., pardos (browns), crioulos, and cabras (racially mixed) in contrast to their agregados (household dependents) and Indian captives. Even whites were given two different identities by the 1820s—alvo or branco, apparently to suggest class and status differences, since alvos were the richest whites, while brancos more closely approached mulattoes in property ownership.

In brief, this essay will argue that late colonial elites did not use color alone to construct their hierarchical society; Portuguese concerns about religion, quality, and nation also informed their discourses, thus forging a complex society in which Christian men of quality ruled at the top of society, enslaved Africans and Indians were relegated to the bottom, and hostile gentiles and quilombolas were viewed as outside colonial society. However, they integrated enslaved black and indigenous women into their households, while subjecting them to harsh labor demands and concubinage.

Christians, Jews, and Moors

The first Portuguese category of classification in the captaincy of Goiás was based on religious affiliation: being Christian or not. Even indigenous nations absorbed this usage by the late colonial period, and many referred to Luso-Brazilians as “Christians.”³ As to be expected, the Portuguese had brought their Catholic religious beliefs to Central Brazil; and Jesuit missionaries had attempted to convert the indigenous peoples to Christianity. Before they were expelled in 1759, the Jesuits had established missions in the captaincy, among which were São Francisco of Duro, which housed the Xakriabá after 1751, and São José of Duro, where the Akroá resided.⁴ Subsequent missions were organized under the Diretório dos Indios (Directorate of Indians), 1757-1798. In this period, the state-sponsored missions were São José de Mossâmedes for the Akroá and Kayapó (1755; renovated 1775), Nova Beira for the Karajá and Javaé (1775), Maria I for the Kayapó (1780), and Pedro III do Carretão (1788) for the Xavante. Here state authorities and military officers located those indigenous peoples that they had “pacified” and made into “loyal vassals” of the
Crown. As Maria Regina Celestina de Almeida documents for the aldeias of Rio de Janeiro, however, the missions became “Indian spaces” in which it was possible to recreate indigenous identities and maintain traditional cultures and ritual practices. The Xavante, for example, maintained separate residences of thatched-roof houses detached from the tiled-roof houses of the Luso-Brazilians and Christian Indians. On one side of the Carretão River lived the white priest along with blacks and Christian Indians; on the other side of the river were the 33 thatched-roof houses of the Xavante. As for the Kayapó, they continued to perform secret dances at night where the whites could not observe them, and refused to abandon their traditional houses.

Most indigenous nations, however, refused to convert; therefore, the Portuguese termed them “gentiles” or “gentile nations.” In fact, this practice was so common that the term “gentio” was often preferred to “índio.” In contrast, friendly allies came to be known as “tame Indians (índios mansos),” “domestic Indians,” or “civilized Indians” as opposed to “barbarous Indians.” Pejorative terms included “bugres” or “savages” and “feras” (wild beasts), which were used by Luso-Brazilians to demonize their enemies. One of the few negative statements applied to Luso-Brazilians that can be documented is that of an elderly Xavante, who called the Christians “very bad” because of the stocks and chains they had experienced while resident in the mission of Pedro III do Carretão.

Another distinction made on this frontier was that of Christian versus Moor. The ritual re-enactments of the battles between Christians and Moors date to at least the early nineteenth century, when the Austrian traveler Johann Emanuel Pohl observed mounted cavalrymen defeat the Moors who refused to convert to Christianity. Modern cavalhadas, in particular those at Pirenópolis, continue the tradition of displaying the victory of Christians over Muslims. The appeal of cavalhadas over the centuries undoubtedly reflects local elite values about conquest as essential for conversion and Christianization. Being Christian, therefore, was an essential determinant of high status, of inclusion in the Luso-Brazilian world, or of exclusion as “barbarous gentiles.” In the absence of a resident bishop in the captaincy, the defenders of the faith were Portuguese merchants, who acted as familiares of the Inquisition, denouncing African healers for witchcraft and non-practicing “Catholics” as Jews, who were believed to be hiding from the Inquisition in Goiás.

Those who were Christians then built churches and chapels throughout the captaincy—almost a hundred can be counted for the late colonial period. The individuals responsible for so many churches in such a remote part of Brazil were the members of the lay brotherhoods (irmandades). If a wealthy man did not support the building of a church and if Church and state did not provide sufficient funding, then each brotherhood built its own chapel or church and cared for its
sacred space and burial grounds. Furthermore, each brotherhood raised funds for the support of the popular festivals in honor of the Blessed Sacrament, Our Lady of the Rosary, or other saints. As society was divided by status categories that included color, so too were the brotherhoods of the captaincy, although there were exceptions, since those of different backgrounds were admitted to specific irmandades in violation of a brotherhood’s charter (*compromisso*). Furthermore, white men served on the boards of black brotherhoods, although not vice versa; and a white man’s status in local society was reflected in the number of irmandades, including those of pardos and blacks, that marched in his funeral procession. Association with black brotherhoods did not lower a white man’s status but enhanced it.  

Membership in white, pardo, or black brotherhoods provided additional markers of high, middle, or low status due to color. Claiming the highest status in the captaincy were the white brotherhoods, which specifically excluded people of color and non-Christians as members. Furthermore, the brothers were also expected to be married to wives who were Christian and white; but this language in the charters was not always observed. It is in the charters of the elite brotherhoods that we encounter the language of exclusion by religion, ethnicity, and color: of Jews, Moors, and Africans, or of pardos and blacks.  

One of the earliest white brotherhoods, which was established in the church of Santa Ana in Vila Boa, the capital of the captaincy, was dedicated to the Holy Souls [of Purgatory], who, in popular belief, were protected by St. Michael, the Archangel. In 1792, the irmandade of St. Michael and Souls was based in the mining town of Crixás in the church of Our Lady of the [Immaculate] Conception. Those concerned with saving their souls often had a special devotion to St. Michael, and his statue was commonly found in churches throughout the captaincy. Although images of St. Michael are now popular in Afro-Brazilian religions in Rio de Janeiro, the irmandade was more closely linked with whites in Central Brazil in the colonial period. A second important white brotherhood especially associated with the Portuguese troops stationed in Vila Boa, was the brotherhood of Santo Antônio, which was located in Santa Ana. However, military officers in this brotherhood were also affiliated with the black brotherhood of Our Lady of the Rosary and served on its board.  

In contrast to these two white brotherhoods, the most important and widespread white brotherhood was Santissimo Sacramento (the Blessed Sacrament), which was also based in the church of Santa Ana as early as 1742. Its charter clearly stated that it was exclusive to whites, both men and women, and it specifically excluded blacks. Its brothers and their family members were buried in Santa Ana, the most important church in the captaincy. One of the white brotherhood’s major religious responsibilities was to promote and organize the
procession for Corpus Christi (the Body of Christ). Each year they wrote to church authorities to ask for permission to hold the religious rituals and a procession on the feast day. At that time, the brothers dressed in red and, carrying large candles, walked in procession to the church of Santa Ana. Apparently, the white men also carried the Blessed Sacrament on a bier in the procession, since the Jesuits were criticized for permitting black women to do so in the mining town of Pontal not long before their forcible expulsion from the captaincy after 1759. Routinely, the white brothers also accompanied the Eucharist when it was taken to the sick; but it is unknown if black women could do so in Pontal. The correspondence on the brotherhood of Santissimo Sacramento, however, clearly defines membership in this white brotherhood as one of the markers of high status in the captaincy.

Because they were excluded from this brotherhood, even though their white father might have been a member, pardos had yet another brotherhood, although they were apparently less rigid in their charter language than those who belonged to the white brotherhoods. In Vila Boa the patroness of the pardos was Our Lady of the [Immaculate] Conception, whose image was located in the church of Boa Morte. However, the most popular brotherhoods, judging by the number of churches dedicated to the Virgin Mary, were the black brotherhoods of Our Lady of the Rosary. In most towns of the captaincy, the church of Our Lady of the Rosary, built by blacks, was the second most important church after the main church erected by local whites. Perhaps the reason for so much devotion to Our Lady of the Rosary is that many blacks believed that she was “African,” even though her picture on the charter of the brotherhood is white. Free, freed, and enslaved blacks, both men and women, served on the board, engaged in fund raising, and buried their dead in the churches dedicated to Our Lady. They also celebrated her special feast days and organized the congadas danced on the night before Pentecost, where the King of Congo paraded with his court and musicians. In the mining town of Natividade, free blacks tried to construct the largest church in the captaincy, which was never completed; it now stands as a roofless testament to their enormous effort.

Next in significance was the black brotherhood that honored the black St. Benedict. The crioulos, i.e., blacks born in Brazil, were devoted to that saint in the church of Our Lady of Carmo in Vila Boa, but the largest surviving separate church built by blacks for St. Benedict is in Natividade; elsewhere small chapels named for St. Benedict dot the captaincy, although many are in ruins. In São José do Tocantins, a rich mining town with a significant black population, there used to exist a brotherhood dedicated to the Princess of Nubia, Santa Efigênia, which has cared for her substantial church for over two centuries. On her feast days, the faithful performed the dances of Congo and sang the praises of Santa
Efigênia and Our Lady of Carmo to the sound of tambourines, violas, and the large drum (*bumba*).\(^{22}\)

One of the more unique black brotherhoods, however, was that of Our Lady of Mercies in Cocal, a once rich mining town. When gold had been plentiful, the brotherhood had required its African and crioulo members to donate two *oitavas* of gold as an entrance fee and one on a yearly basis thereafter. In the early years, the brotherhood’s charter had restricted its membership to Africans and crioulos; but when they reformed their charter in 1788, they admitted whites who could donate gold. Their identity, however, they proudly proclaimed in their charter was “Ethiopian.”\(^{23}\)

In brief, membership in specific brotherhoods was defined by both national origin, in Portugal or Africa, or by color in the case of the pardos and crioulos. The charters of the brotherhoods clearly detail who was to be admitted or excluded from each brotherhood and document their careful attention to nation and color; but most brotherhoods were also not racially segregated since they often made exceptions to the language in their charters and admitted those who were not legally married in the church or who were of different colors or nations.

**Quality**

Besides being Christian, the colonial rulers of Goiás also had to be high-born men of quality from Portugal, and, if a high judge (*oidor*) or royal bureaucrat, they had to be educated at the University of Coimbra; those lacking in quality were excluded from high offices. Although Portuguese governors lived in Vila Boa without their wives, a few women also claimed to be “of quality,” usually in petitions sent to the Crown.\(^{24}\) Although they were white, they did not claim whiteness as the basis for preference; what mattered in the petition was quality. Intendants of gold at the two foundry houses and tax contractors might also use their quality to secure their lucrative offices. However, most white men occupied much less exalted positions; therefore, they invoked their white color to claim a higher status in society. By the 1820s, however, some scribes refined whiteness even further by calling those at the top of society “*alvo*,” perhaps in the sense of pure white. Thus, those with the most slaves and large sugar plantations (*engenhos*) and ranches (*fazendas*) were listed as “*alvo*”; those of middle status in slave ownership were “*branco*.”\(^{25}\) What the scribes may have been recognizing were the status differences between the most important white men in a community and those of lesser wealth, who probably had some degree of racial admixture. Alvos and brancos were often married in the Catholic Church with legitimate
children; their households were large with many family members and agregados; and they held the most wealth in slaves, mines, and large estates.

Second to quality was membership in a Portuguese military order, in particular the Order of Christ, which could be earned by documenting payment of the tax in gold (the *quinto*). The wealthiest miners in the captaincy with more than 100 slaves had to prove that they had delivered eight arrobas of gold to the Foundry Houses of Vila Boa or São Félix in order to make them eligible to petition for the honor of the Order of Christ. Of those who were successful, three were military officers serving in the Dragoons, while others were Portuguese merchants and property owners, who were living in Portugal at the time of the completion of their petition for the Order of Christ. The most notable merchant on the list of those receiving honors was Francisco José Barretto, a long-distance trader from Bahia, who dealt in dry goods and slaves, bringing them to Natividade in the north. In general, the richest and best connected merchants receiving the Order of Christ were from Portugal or the Azores.²⁶

Related to being Christian and men of quality, those white men of highest stature were also expected to be of legitimate birth. Unless they became priests, they were also supposed to marry in the Catholic Church; but in Goiás, where white women were few in number, they usually took indigenous, mestizo, black, and mulatto women as concubines and mistresses and did not marry them in the Church.²⁷ In spite of the elite’s reluctance to marry women of color, young couples of different color and legal status received permission to marry. Although these marriages were not numerous, men and women of color were permitted to marry those of a different color.²⁸ Young men of color, usually pardos, the son of a white father and an African mother, also received permission to be ordained as a priest, an occupation then defined as one of “quality.” The pardo priest who enjoyed the highest social mobility was the son of a Catholic priest and the slave woman Joana. Freed at baptism, Monsenhor Bento Severiano da Luz (1855-1917) became a bishop in Cuiabá, Mato Grosso. By the 1820s and 1830s, pardo priests were more common; and being pardo did not exclude one from entering the priesthood.²⁹

**Nation**³⁰

In contrast to the pardo priests, other men of color were usually identified and excluded by their nation: indigenous or African. Furthermore, the term *nação* (nation) also defined blacks born in Brazil, i.e., the *crioulo* nation. With reference to the indigenous peoples of the captaincy, the Portuguese called them either “*a nação Caiapó*” (the Kayapó nation) or “*a gente Caiapó*” (the Kayapó people).
When the Kayapó, Xavante, or Krahó were enslaved, they were often described as *cativo* (captive) or agregado; but they kept their national indicator. For example, Severino, an infant of the Krahó nation, was an agregado of Marcella da Cunha, when he died in 1836. But who or what was an eighteenth-century member of the Caiapó nation? As the anthropologist Odair Giraldin argues, some of the people who once formed a part of the Caiapó nation were actually the ancestors of the Panará, who now live in Mato Grosso.

Another problematic nation is that of the people called Canoeiro, who also received their national identity from the Luso-Brazilians. The word simply means “canoeer.” Reputed to be fugitive slaves from São Paulo, they appear to have incorporated diverse groups, including fugitive Africans that fled the mines. Their women and dogs went into battle with them, and they were remarkable for their fierce resistance to enslavement and pacification. Thus, the Canoeiro nation was ubiquitous in both colonial and nineteenth-century sources; but who comprised this eighteenth-century nation remains uncertain. What is suggestive, however, from these two examples is that the Luso-Brazilians also helped construct new identities for small bands or tribes that were not the same as the original ethnic groups. Hence, the following are only a few of the many indigenous “nations” of Goiás in the late colonial period: Akroá, Apinajé, Canoeiro, Javaé, Karajá, Kayapó, Krahó, Xacriabá, Xavante, and Xerente. Notably, other nations such as the Goyá, for whom the captaincy was named, have long been extinct as distinct ethnic groups. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the nations of Goiás were commonly captured by *bandeiras* (expeditions) and taken as captives to São Paulo; and in the nineteenth century, they were also branded, bought, sold, and traded north to Belém via the Tocantins River. Being of an indigenous nation did not save them from enslavement unless they accepted Christianity and agreed to be pacified and settled in mission villages.

Africans were also grouped in nations and identified in the same manner as on the coast of Brazil. Since most Africans arrived in the captaincy after the 1720s, their nations usually reflected patterns of the eighteenth-century slave trade and coastal slave societies, in particular those of the Northeast, Rio de Janeiro, and Minas Gerais. Tax records from three separate mining towns (1810-1821) in the north at Porto Real (now Porto Nacional), the center in Traíras, and the west at Crixás reveal that slaves of the Mina nation were especially common. These documents as well as others, such as brotherhood registers of slave members, clarify that slaveowners of these towns could distinguish between Minas (in general), Nagôs (Yoruba), Ussá (Hausa), Sabarú (Savaru or Mahi from modern Benin), Tapa (Nupe from modern Nigeria), Guiné, and “da Costa,” which was used with a freedwoman, who bought a Mina slave in Crixás in 1811. In other words, all of these nations could also be found in Salvador or Rio de Janeiro to
define West Africans. On the whole, Africans from what is now the region of
West Africa were common in the north of the captaincy, what is now the state
of Tocantins. 36

For West Central Africa, there is no shortage of documentation on the na-
tion of Angola, which was especially common in the south. Even the late slave
registries of the 1870s (the matriculas) continue to record a substantial number
of Angolans in the province of Goiás. By that time, Africans were defined as
Angolas or Minas with a minority of Benguelas. Who belonged to the Angolan
nation in Goiás is more difficult to document, although one suspects that the
same peoples imported from Angola into Belém, Recife, Salvador, and Rio de
Janeiro were also living in the captaincy of Goiás. The tax records add only a
few additional names, such as Congo. No Mozambiques appear on the early tax
registries, but the Mozambique nation was more common on the 1870s matricu-
las; and they are also represented in the congada traditions of modern Goiás,
where they dance “slowly” in honor of Our Lady of the Rosary. 37

In brief, the usage of nation suggests that the Portuguese continued an ancient
custom of identifying foreign populations as nations. How and why the Africans
and indigenous peoples also chose to accept the designation of nation attached
to Angola or Kayapó is uncertain; what we can document is that they did so,
often on ritual occasions, such as the congada. In the neighboring captaincy of
Maranhão, what distinguished the nations were the saints. Each distinct nation
followed a particular image in a specific church; and when they interacted, they
did so in a ritual form—hence, each group paraded with its specific saint. 38
Clearly, they had an “imagined community”; and many of them were no longer
associated with a specific ethnic group but with all those who honored a particular
saint installed in a specific church, which was supported by a lay brotherhood.
Similar communities had clearly emerged in Goiás among the Christians and
even those who were not so Christian. 39

Color

Although African and indigenous nations may have transformed Luso-
Brazilian constructs of nation to create their own new identity, Portuguese of-
ficials and scribes also continued to think in terms of color. We have two types
of sources from Central Brazil that further document their definitions of identity
by color: censuses from 1779 to 1832 and military records on the regular and
militia forces. Parish registers and devassas (judicial inquiries) supplement
these sources and confirm the same categories, except that they add cabra for
the racially mixed.
The first official census for the captaincy dates from 1779, when the Portuguese government singled out the white, pardo, and preto (black) population. Hence, this first census establishes the three categories that scribes would follow throughout the late colonial period. According to the 1779 census, almost two-thirds (64%) were then identified as preto. A fifth, however, were pardo (19.6%), and the rest or 16.4 percent were white. Obviously, more than four-fifths of the population were people of color; and whites formed a distinct minority. This census did not record gender or slave status, but presumably a large percentage of the blacks were then enslaved.

As the Portuguese officials and priests refined their census collection in the 1780s, gender appeared as a category; but the census takers continued to utilize the tripartite division of the population into white, pardo, and preto. However, as of 1781, they also included the free and slave status for annual censuses from 1781 to 1787 and 1789 to 1792. Only the 1783 census, which is incomplete, included the categories of agregados and pessoas de obrigação (obligated persons). While whites usually held both slaves and agregados, black men and women had obligated persons and a few slaves in their households.

After the 1780s and 1790s, the census of 1804 changed the pardo category to mulatto. It also documented the people of color, who were livre (free) and enslaved, as well as their marital status. By this time, only 6,950 whites still resided in Goiás, but there were also 15,452 mullattos, 7,936 free blacks, and 20,027 slaves. People of color were clearly in the majority by 1804 at 43,415 or 86.2 per cent of the total population of 50,365. Apparently, the reason why the Portuguese were concerned with counting the people of color with more precision was related to the decline of the captaincy’s slave population, i.e., those available to do the mining.

This was the last of the colonial censuses; the next census of 1825, which was conducted shortly after independence, provides even more detailed information on the population of the captaincy. It created the following categories: whites, ingênuos de cor (freeborn of color), libertos (freedmen), Indians, and slaves. Furthermore, each group was further distinguished by sex, marital status, and age in the case of the mission Indians. This was the first time that the category of Indian was included on an official government census. Furthermore, this useful census divided the people of color by those who were freeborn (ingênuos) and those who had been freed via the manumission process. Thus, the census of 1825 reveals that 37,985 were then free or freed people of color, who far outnumbered the 13,375 slaves, 10,495 whites, and 623 mission Indians. Black slavery had clearly eroded between 1804 and 1825, while the free/freed population of color had increased significantly. In other words, the identity of most blacks and pardos
by 1825 was that of free and freed men and women of color. Only 21.4 per cent of the total population of 62,478 was still enslaved.45

Table 1
Population of the Province of Goiás in 1832
By Sex and Legal Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whites</td>
<td>6,186</td>
<td>5,575</td>
<td>11,761</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free People of Color</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pardo</td>
<td>16,421</td>
<td>16,290</td>
<td>32,711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crioulo</td>
<td>4,482</td>
<td>4,771</td>
<td>9,253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>21,209</td>
<td>21,272</td>
<td>42,481</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slaves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pardo</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>1,686</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crioulo</td>
<td>5,116</td>
<td>4,536</td>
<td>9,652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
<td>1,297</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>1,923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7,220</td>
<td>6,041</td>
<td>13,261</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum total:</td>
<td>35,074</td>
<td>33,423</td>
<td>68,497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


How many of these slaves might have shared an African identity is unclear until the last census for this period, that of 1832.46 This census (Table 1) reveals that whites had risen slightly in number to 11,761 (17.2%), a percentage that is similar to the 16 per cent recorded in 1779. The census also reveals a slight increase in the number of mission Indians to 994 with 276 in Duro, 163 in Carretão, and 54 in São José. However, this census also distinguished between the free people of color and the enslaved. In this year, the census clarifies that 32,711 were free pardos, 9,253 were free crioulos, and only 517 were Africans, apparently freedmen and women. This census thus documents the creolization of the enslaved black population, since there were 9,652 crioulos as opposed to 1,923 Africans and 1,686 pardos for a total enslaved population of 13,261 (19.4%), as opposed to 42,481 (62%), who were free men and women of color. Clearly, this census suggests that the transition period from slavery to freedom
for the people of color occurred between 1779 and 1835. By 1832 most pardos and pretos enjoyed the free or freed status, and most blacks were crioulos, who took pride in being born in Brazil.

The Military

Thus far, the previous sources have documented late colonial visions of local society in Central Brazil, but yet another group reflected the color divisions of the captaincy, i.e., the military. As other Luso-Brazilians organized their society by color, so too did the military. Since the captaincy of Goiás was only a small part of the Portuguese Empire, not many troops of the line were ever sent there to claim high status. The most prestigious were the mounted Dragoons, who were few in number for their many responsibilities, one of which was to guard the shipments of gold to the coast. Petitions of their officers for honors reveal that they were Portuguese by birth. In fact, some were quite successful in “acquiring” the gold of Goiás. The second paid force was the bare-footed infantry, the *pedestres*, who were of low status; among their many jobs was guarding the Indian missions. An examination of the enlistment registers for the pedestres reveals that they were men of color, and their identities were diverse. Initially, many were simply termed “*bastardo*,” which usually indicated a person whose mother was indigenous. Also common was *mestizo*, the Spanish term for the racially mixed children of white and indigenous parents. There were also mulattoes and an occasional black. At least one black sergeant named Luis Bras served in the pedestres in 1811. Most, however, were indigenous men of recently conquered nations, such as the Akroá, Kayapó, and Xavante. In other words, those who performed the ordinary and hazardous military duties of this frontier, such as attacking quilombos, going on patrols, or fighting other nations, were either the racially mixed or the indigenous, rather than white soldiers. Discrimination within the pedestres was usually directed at the indigenous men, who were paid half of the salaries of the other soldiers—or not at all.

In addition to the regular forces, the captaincy also depended on militias. Only white men served in the Ordenanças, and their honorific military titles of Coronel (Colonel) or Tenente Coronel (Lieutenant Colonel) often corresponded with their wealth in mines, land, and slaves. An examination of titles held by the landed elite of the late colonial and early national periods demonstrates the historical roots of *coronelismo* in the state of Goiás. By the time they achieved the title of coronel, it reflected their prominence within local communities. Quite often their only onerous responsibility was to march in religious processions, carrying a staff. By the late colonial period, those who led official expeditions...
of contact and pacification were either Portuguese officers, men of color, or one remarkable Kayapó woman, Damiana da Cunha. Even the pardos saw themselves as “defenders of the conquest” and loyal vassals of the king, since they were the ones who actually did the fighting, along with the black regiments. Correspondence of the Portuguese governors, plus protests of the pardos against the Senado da Câmara of Vila Boa, suggest that Portuguese officials allied with the officers of the pardo regiments against local Goiano whites. The Portuguese could not have ruled Goiás without their pardo allies, although they would not permit a pardo officer to govern the captaincy.

Pardo identities emerge in a number of sources related to their separate regiments of the Auxiliary Cavalry and the Infantry, which were led by pardo officers, who received elegant patents of appointment approved by the governor of the captaincy and signed by the Crown in Lisbon. We also have their own petitions to Portugal in which they protested against the discrimination that they endured from local whites due to their mother’s color and low social status. Even though their father was a man of quality, they did not inherit his status, nor did all pardos have a mother’s slave status, since many were freeborn or freedmen. Furthermore, pardos avoided marrying women who were dark in color. Hence, pardo men married parda women, which is documented in marriage registers, such as those from Meia Ponte (now Pirenópolis), where almost all pardo men married other pardas.

One petition of 1803 by the pardos documents many of their services to the Crown. When the Kayapó and Xavante attacked, they reported that they were “the first sent on the Bandeiras . . . dispatched to conquer them.” When the Javaé and Karajé entered the mission of São José de Mossâmedes, they served there, as well as when the Kayapó were settled in the mission of Maria I. They were also stationed at the mission of Pedro III do Carretão upon the arrival of the Xavante, and they garrisoned that mission for four years afterwards. They also claimed to have conquered the “ferocious” Canoeiro. In addition to other services, they also had their regular duties that they performed in Vila Boa and were “ready for everything.” Their petition was signed by Coronel Miguel Alvarez da Ora and 81 other men.

Eight years later in 1811, the two regiments of cavalry were then without a colonel; one had died and the other was more than ninety years old. According to Governor Fernando Delgado Freire de Castilho, the pardo regiment of infantry was then headed by a poor pardo, whom he accused of drinking too much. Apparently, this was the same colonel on the list of pardos, who had protested against the discrimination that they had suffered in spite of their services to the Crown. Coronel Alvarez da Ora was still heading the pardo regiment of infantry
in 1814, when he was replaced by a veteran soldier Tenente Coronel Lino Manuel Lopes Chagas, of the same regiment; he was also a pardo.\textsuperscript{55}

In addition to the pedestres and pardo regiments, free and freed blacks had their own regiments, denominated Henriques.\textsuperscript{56} In 1789, 752 crioulo and black freedmen served in seven Henriques regiments. In the eighteenth century, Africans had been included in these regiments; but by the early nineteenth century, most were crioulos, who were the sons or grandsons of African men. One surviving list for the mining town of São José do Tocantins (now Niquelândia) reveals that 115 men served in the Henriques regiment, which was headed by Captain Luis Gonçalves dos Santos. All of the men bore surnames without any indication of the slave status; furthermore, 26 of them were slaveholders. Thirty-nine of the men had been born in Africa (33 Mina and 6 Guiné), but 91 fathers and 90 mothers of the troops had been born in Guiné or Mina. Thus, the majority were in the second-generation of those of African descent. In the 1820s, another regimental list for São José reveals that all the men were crioulos, including their crioulo captain, Luis Gonçalves dos Santos, a tailor, who was then aged 78.\textsuperscript{57}

The provincial household lists of the 1820s also reveal that black men worked at a variety of occupations, while providing militia duty. These lists help to determine a little more about their occupational identity. Like their African fathers and grandfathers, many still mined gold, especially in the City of Goiás and Santa Luzia; but by the 1820s, black men were also living by their own agency and one kept a tavern. They also engaged in skilled occupations (ofícios), such as metal working: one in gold, two in tin, but twenty in iron as blacksmiths. Many others, however, labored in the construction and clothing trades as carpenters, stone workers, tailors, and shoemakers. There were also one pilot [of river boats], a musician, and three saddle makers. In the rural countryside, they were small farmers (roceiros), who cultivated food crops; but some raised or herded animals, and a few were fazendeiros. Day workers, agregados, family members, and unknowns were also included on the list of occupations. As the scribe for Meia Ponte concluded, free/freed blacks worked at either roças or ofícios, in other words, at occupations that the Portuguese defined as lacking in quality.\textsuperscript{58}

Free men of color who defended the conquest and held slaves as small property owners, must have challenged certain elite constructions of identity; but women of color also had their own roles in this racially ambiguous society. In examining the topic of miscegenation and concubinage between white men and women of color, we can especially perceive social attitudes toward color that led to harsh discrimination against women who were indigenous and black, although many black women controlled more wealth than white women. In Vila Boa, for example, poor white women attended a separate early morning Mass
in order to avoid the “disdainful eyes” of the black women who attended a later Mass and openly displayed their wealth in gold jewelry.59

Gender

Wealthy black women, however, should not obscure the reality that they may have had to endure sexual violence because the history of gender relations on this frontier was so often marked by violence and vengeance killings. In the early period, those who participated in bandeiras attacked and killed indigenous women and their children as part of efforts to exterminate their nation; or, if they did not slaughter them, they brought them back to the mining towns as war captives. If they resisted, they were punished like enslaved African women with the whip and paddle (palmatória). Although they may also have suffered sexual assault, the only indirect evidence in the historical record is the presence of mestizo and “bastardo” children.60 On the other hand, most indigenous nations also took captive women from among their enemies, including Luso-Brazilian and African women and children. Except for the Canoeiro, who killed all their enemies, those involved in the frontier conflicts seized women. The Xavante, for example, commonly raided the Karajá for women, and in turn the Karajá raided the Apinajé.61

Although some indigenous women served as translators and negotiators in the frontier wars, others went into battle with their husbands; and in the case of the Canoeiro, fought as bravely as the men. Because women participated in combat, Luso-Brazilian bandeiras were merciless, treating them exactly like their husbands with violent deaths or enslavement. In retaliation, indigenous warriors killed women leaving the corpses for their families to find. Or, in one notable case, they burned the body of a black woman, probably in vengeance against the black militias that attacked them. On this frontier, women could suffer greatly as competing bands of violent men retaliated against the families of the opposing side; one’s sex or age did not protect one from cruelty and murder.62

Punishments were often continued when war captives were put to work for their new masters along with enslaved African women. For captive and enslaved women domestic service and field work were usually their principal occupations; but work in textiles was also common in the towns, such as Pontal, where 6 white women, 14 pardas, and 15 black women worked at spinning.63 White women, however, were more likely to be identified as weavers, especially of fine vegetable-dyed coverlets; but some black men were also set to weaving cloth. Rural labor for parda and black women included harvesting and cleaning cotton, pounding maize and castor beans, and processing farinha (manioc meal)
and rapadura (bricks of raw sugar). Black women also distilled sugar cane into aguardente (white rum) as alambiqueiros and sold it in taverns and market stalls. Some also hawked fruits and vegetables as quitandeiras and sugared sweets (doces) as doceiras, although white women usually made the famous sugared fruits of Goiás.

Besides laboring for a master, captive and enslaved women were also expected to engage in sexual relations with him. Concubinage between white men and women of color was the norm rather than the exception, and even the priests had their lovers among their slaves. According to the foreign traveler Auguste de Saint-Hilaire, the lack of marriage was due to the “immorality” of the early white men, who traveled to the region with black women; but “their pride did not permit them to be united to them by marriage.” Nor, he claimed, did they marry “Indian” women. Instead, they had only “lovers” (amantes). He also wrote [in 1819] that “white men lead an unregulated life, in company of black and Indian women.”

The most notable example of concubinage involved the Portuguese governors. According to Saint-Hilaire, “Among the captains-general that governed the province of Goiás until 1820, there was not one that was married, and all had amantes with whom they lived openly.” One such governor that took a mistress was Governor Fernando Delgado Freire de Castilho (1809-1820), who lived in Vila Boa at the time of Saint-Hilaire’s visit. When Saint-Hilaire dined with him, they discussed “the strange customs of the place”; and the governor pointed to his two children, who were then seven and eight years of age, and said, “You think . . . that I could marry the mother of these children, the daughter of a carpenter?” When the governor was recalled to Europe, he took his mistress and children with him as far as Rio de Janeiro. When she demanded that he marry her and he was faced with “the dilemma” of either marrying the daughter of a carpenter or of leaving her in Brazil, he committed suicide.

Obviously, the governor and the carpenter’s daughter were an exceptional case, unique for his high social position and her demand for marriage. The more usual situation in Goiás was that of “passing unions” between white men and black, parda, or indigenous women, especially with the women of their own households. In household lists from the census of 1783, black and indigenous women appear in the households of single white men as agregadas, slaves, or obligated persons, sometimes with one or more pardo children. This pattern was especially common with single men with military titles. These consensual unions between military officers and women of color can also be documented through letters of legitimation in which the father recognized his natural children as legitimate heirs. In 1805, for example, Fernando José Leal, single, Sergeant Major of the Second Cavalry Regiment of Militias of Vila Boa, requested
a letter of legitimization for the six children he had had with an unnamed “free, single woman.” The number of his children suggests that he had had a long-term consensual union with the children’s mother. Also appearing in the wills of military officers was the declaration of children by different women. In 1819, for example, the Furriel of Dragoons, José de Aguirra do Amaral, declared that he had two “natural daughters.” One named Maria de Aguirra was the daughter of Luíza Barboza, a single, freed black; and the other was Umbelina Maria Regina do Amaral, who was the daughter of Suzana, a black of Guiné. Both women were already deceased.

Additional documentation of concubinage also comes from church records, since some priests were concerned about those who lived together without being married in the church. The “Book of Denunciations” from the archive of the Curia records the statements of men who admitted to concubinage and sought to amend their lives. Since priests denied the sacraments to those they believed were “living in sin” with a concubine, the motivation for a person to sign a termo (declaration) was to be able to receive the sacraments. In 1794, a married white man named José Rodriguez Xavier acknowledged his “public concubinage” with Maria Jozefa, a freed cabra of Vila Boa, while his white wife, Anna Ferreira de Queirós, resided in Meia Ponte. He had been living together with Maria Jozefa on his sugar plantation for about two years. As the sign of his promise to amend his life, he was to “throw” Maria Jozefa out of his house within two months and to reunite with his wife and keep her company. A single white man who also signed a declaration to amend his life was João Forquim, a resident of the district of Anta in 1784. He lived in public concubinage with Catherina, a crioula, a slave of Dona Elena Cordeiro. While church records and foreigners both point to the common pattern of one white man living in concubinage with one or more women of color, conversely, one woman of color was often coerced into having sexual relations with more than one man. In the mining towns of Goiás, prostitution was ubiquitous, and it usually involved women of color. We rarely learn the identities of the anonymous women who engaged in prostitution, except in the case of those who repented and agreed to leave the life of a prostitute. In 1783, two black women went to the Vicar’s residence and promised “to leave and abandon, and repudiate the bad life” in which she was living as a “public meretriz.” A pardo freedman signed the document on their behalf. Also repenting and giving up their former way of life were two freedwomen, Antonia Teixeira, a Mina, and Domingas Gomes da Silva, a crioula.
Conclusion

Intimate relations between white men and women of color helped shape social relations on the frontier of Goiás in the late colonial period. Although women of color lived in concubinage with men of quality, the Portuguese refused to marry them even after long-term consensual unions and several children; thus prejudice was especially centered around marriage. Black and indigenous men were usually confined to the occupations the Portuguese defined as lacking in quality, although they often earned some status in the militia forces of the captaincy based on their service in the wars against the hostile indigenous nations. Although the rhetoric of Portuguese bureaucrats and priests stressed Christianization, and some indigenous nations responded with settlement in missions, the vast majority of the nations continued to attack the Portuguese and their allies or disappeared into more remote areas. Those who lost to the Luso-Brazilian forces, however, were enslaved, while mission Indians were subjected to forced labor.

In brief, by the 1820s, this hierarchical society constructed out of mining wealth, slavery, and warfare included only a few men of quality, who had used various forms of alliance to weld together Christian allies against hostile nations. In the midst of war, however, yet another process had emerged, i.e., the formation of the ingênuos, the freeborn of color, who far outnumbered the men of quality and their descendants. By 1832, free pardos, crioulos, and cabras formed almost two-thirds of the population, and legal slavery had declined. However, this frontier had not evolved in the direction of equality for all, but rather toward one of social hierarchy and exclusion as whites protected their privileged position, and pardos protested their lack of access to citizenship, even though they were property owners. As the Portuguese left the captaincy in the 1820s, local white elites led by powerful coronéis took over the government and enlarged their great cattle ranches that left them in command of Goiás in the nineteenth century. Family membership, the political power of a coronel, and ownership of large ranches with great herds of cattle would henceforth determine high status, while the freeborn of color would confront poverty and discrimination due to the taint of their slave ancestry or nation. Many would become impoverished farm or ranch workers. Perhaps what best captures the social realities of early nineteenth-century Goiás is an observation made by Saint Hilaire in 1819, when he observed a dance held on a fazenda named Mandinga on St. John’s eve. Only the men, who were mostly white, were dancing the African-style batuques. Those who had taught the white men how to dance could not do so, however; they had to fetch the firewood for the bonfire and bring the water.
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